JANUARY 2017

SOUTH WHIDBEY

Subject: Request to comment on S. Whidbey St. Park proposed action plan

Dear Mr. Kline:
Below please find my comments on the proposed action plan for S. Whidbey State Park. I request that you
acknowledge receipt of these comments and that they be entered into the formal record for the proceedings.
First, I would like to compliment State Parks and you on a thoughtful, protective, recommended planning
document for South Whidbey State Park. As I know you are aware, this park began one of the most important
phases in the State Parks' history. Because of the concern that many local and statewide people exhibited
regarding protection of South Whidbey's old growth forest forest it was transferred from the Dept. of Natural
Resources (DNR) to WA State Parks for preservation and long-term care. It is very gratifying to see St. Parks
take this history and the environment into account when planning for the future of the park. Thank you.
The following comments relate to the preferred direction delineated in the planning document
reviewed. Please include them, as appropriate, as my comments:
1. I agree with the continued closure of the current, compromised campground. I also agree with Parks
regarding the proposal to keep these areas, and trails, open to public day use, as appropriate. I agree that this
should be predicated upon periodic (at least twice/yr) assessment of the diseased trees in question, especially
as these trees may impact the trail and human use. Where trees are a protective distance from trails or public
use areas, and they pose no threat to park visitors, it is reasonable to allow them to go thru their natural cycle,
which includes dead, dying, and down trees.
2. I applaud that Parks is looking ahead to new camping areas in a potentially expanded park. A 40 acre site
has been indicated as a potential expansion site for the park, and a new camping area for park users. I
support this with the following caveats:
a.) Parks work, as you have indicated, with the owners of the potential area for expansion, to determine
whether such expansion is in the interest, financial or otherwise, of the owner. It is understood, as
Parks has indicated, that Parks will work with willing landowners and does not intend to exercise eminent
domain.
b.) I also suggest that, in the planning document, you clarify sooner than later that the park potential
expansion is 100 acres, rather than just the 40 acres for the campground (see map of potential long-term
bdry).
3. I agree that Parks support the S. Whidbey Parks and Rec District in its efforts to establish a new
campground, especially if Parks decides not to pursue expansion of the State Park.
4. Beach access is challenging, from what the planning document states. I request that Parks plan for at least
a 20 year life expectancy for any beach access they propose for the eroding bluff. Without this, I fully support
the possibility of recommending public beach access from other parks or sites.
5. I agree with the park classification system, which makes most of South Whidbey Natural/Natural
Forest. This is in keeping with the park's inception.
6. Thank you for the underscoring of the need to control/eradicate park invasive species. I fully support
continued work with the weed board/native plant society/volunteers to address these problems.
7. Thank you for committing to produce a cultural resources plan and to work with any Tribal entity that would
like input on this feature.
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8. The map of the proposed classification for the park is clear and appropriate. Thank you for this - it is
excellent.
State Parks has, to my mind, produced a model plan, protecting natural features and inviting cultural resource
comments. I appreciate the thought that went into this document.
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To: Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
From: Marianne Edain
Re: long term planning for shoreline access
January 20, 2017
Peter Herzog, assistant director for parks development
peter.herzog@parks.wa.gov
Daniel Farber, director for policy and governmental affairs
Daniel.farber@parks.wa.gov
Eric Watilo, northwest region director
eric.watilo@parks.wa.go
Randy Klein, parks planner
randy.klein@parks.wa.gov
Jon Crimmins, Central Whidbey parks manager
jon.crimmins@parks.wa.gov
People,
On January 18 I met with Randy Klein, State Parks Planner and Jon Crimmins, Central Whidbey Parks Manager
concerning the recommendations for the South Whidbey State Park CAMP process. I very much appreciate the courtesy of
that meeting.
Mr Klein assured me that it is the policy of State Parks to plan for the next 100 years. This is commendable and
appropriate.
In light of that policy, I believe one of the recommendations in the South Whidbey CAMP falls short of the mark.
Specifically, there is a recommendation concerning 560 acres of tidelands at Useless Bay to “Consider allowing an
appropriate public agency to take over management consistent with State Parks’ natural resource and recreation policies.”
I believe this recommendation is shortsighted and is based on a statewide policy which I would like to see amended.
Over the decades that I have been involved with land use planning in Island County, the single overwhelming public
sentiment concerning recreation has been a demand for increased access to the shore. One of the organizations with which I
work is Island Beach Access, which works to reclaim “lost” or forgotten public shore accesses.
Given such a sentiment, which I strongly suspect is shared by people in all jurisdictions which contain shorelines, I propose
that State Parks make it an explicit policy to acquire, when and as possible, any and all shoreline access points which
become available, irrespective of size.
In that context, rather than looking for another agency to manage the tidelands, I would like to see State Parks look into
acquiring fee simple or lesser title to whatever shore access parcels become available, given all the other constraints of
cost, environmental condition, etc. I would also like to see an explicit policy of working with other agencies and public
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owners (such as The Nature Conservancy, Whidbey Camano Land Trust, etc) to map and connect shore access properties
in the various ownerships.
The ultimate goal is to provide public access to the entire shoreline of Washington State. Realization of that goal would
create public shoreline from Canada to Mexico and would become a jewel in the crown of the United States. (Yes, I tend to
think big). I doubt that any single entity or agency can accomplish this, but if it is the goal, then all actions will (hopefully)
tend in that direction. Over time, with an accumulation of acquisitions, properties that appeared at first to be isolated will
become connected.
One of my self-imposed tasks is to monitor the Island County tax auctions for potentially appropriate properties. At one
point I found a parcel consisting of ½ mile of tidelands, adjacent to a very small county park. I prevailed on the director of
Whidbey Camano Land Trust to bid on those tidelands, and for the sum of $3100.00 we were able to add that ½ mile of
tideland to the tiny park which Island County had wanted to sell. That park happens to be near Fort Ebey State Park. What
had once been considered an isolated and meaningless road end park now looks like part of a public shore/ tideland system.
To further such a plan I suggest that State Parks, in cooperation with other agencies and jurisdictions, create a map of all
public shore access points. Certainly the Island County Shoreline Master Program maps would be of great help in such a
project, but even those are known to be incomplete. Island Beach Access has several researchers available who would most
likely be quite pleased to help.
I am not suggesting that State Parks staff jump on such a project immediately. Rather, I am hoping to change the
underlying assumptions so that when an opportunity to acquire shore access property arises, the assumption will be a yes
rather than a no.
I would appreciate a response to this proposal, and hope to begin discussion on the subject.
Thank you,
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Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 11:02 PM
Subject: Re: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Thanks Randy. Yes, I did receive it and have gone through it once. I was very
surprised to read that WSP is considering demolishing the existing "historic" home and
that that was not a part of the recent public process.
If the home is demolished there will be NO on site Park personnel presence. That is a
significant issue especially given the public parking which was added after acquisition
and the various road signage directing people to the park which was originally justified
for the sole stated purpose of being an overnight stop on the Cascade Marine Trail.
As you acknowledged there has been unauthorized group usage by divers (improper
gate key control) and I have documented illegal beach fires. I can only imagine the
likelihood of rowdy beach keggers, etc., if there is open parking at the top and no park
personnel in residence. Recipe for disaster!
I also noted the comment that the trails were pre-existing. I am confused. When we
discussed the trails it was my belief that they were simply game trails. Other meeting
participants had input that trails had been "constructed" by volunteers and thus the WA
Trails signage on the bulletin board. If those are simply existing game trails then there
would be no public complaint over their loss.
There was also no language confirming the relocation of kayaker tenting to the South
side of the existing structure which you previously indicated would occur due to the
narrowing grassy area - due to surf erosion - as well as the resulting +6 foot vertical
drop to the exposed rock.
Given the very limited usage for its intended purpose (in part because of the
subsequent development of a similar stopping point on the mainland between
Edmonds and Mukilteo) and the potential for demo of the house which would result in
no on site Park personnel presence I believe the best course of action would be for
WSP to sell off the parcel with the house and turn over the uplands to either Dept. of
Natural Resources or Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife.
Please take the above as formal comments on the proposed plan.
Thank you,
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From: "Randy Kline (PARKS)" <Randy.Kline@PARKS.WA.GOV>
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 8:27:15 AM
Subject: RE: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park
Greetings Mr. Bucklin,
Wanted to make sure you received the notice below and a copy of our preliminary recommendations. Feel free
to call or email with any questions . . . Thanks, Randy
Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us

Public workshop—South Whidbey state parks properties Feb. 8
Hello,
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission invites you to a workshop to learn more about and provide
feedback on the agency’s preliminary management recommendations for South Whidbey State Park and
Possession Point and Useless Bay state park properties.
Time: 6 to 8 p.m.
Date: Wednesday, Feb. 8
Location: Freeland Hall, 1515 Shoreview Dr., Freeland
(Directions: https://goo.gl/maps/9KNTuufQuit)
A copy of the full “Preliminary Recommendations Report” and information about the planning process is at:
http://bit.ly/sowhidbeyparkplan.
You will have several ways to comment:
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•
•
•

At the meeting
Online at http://bit.ly/sowhidbeyparkplan
Contact me at randy.kline@parks.wa.gov or 360-902-8632

Comments should be submitted by March 8, 2017.
Sincerely,
Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us

From: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 1:06 PM
Subject: RE: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Greetings Mr. Bucklin,
Thanks again for the questions:
•
•
•

I’ve attached a copy of a July 2016 site findings letter prepared by the original bulkhead designers that should
address your questions;
Our management recommendations for Possession Point include relocating the existing Cascadia Marine Trail
campsites to the other side of the property;
We’ve had to reschedule our public meeting for early January so it will be a few more weeks before our
preliminary recommendations are sent out for comment.

Have a great holiday if I don’t correspond with you before then . . . Best, Randy
Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us

Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 2:20 PM
To: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Subject: Re: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Randy:
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Thank you for the update. As you can see I am including other property owners on this
reply.
I am somewhat relieved that it appears that there are no planned expansions of usage
for Possession. In addition to the fact that its original genesis was as a Cascade Trails
water access site even the limited road access usage has added to traffic on what is a
below standards roadway - both narrow and with very poor visibility for property
owners accessing the road from driveways.
As for the fire pit I mentioned it did not appear to be related to any overnight usage and
was actually south and west of the developed portion of the park.
I know we spoke extensively on site about the erosion taking place and I recall asking
if what is occurring is consistent with the engineering that went into the removal of the
deteriorating bulkhead and subsequent work accomplished there. My recollection is
that you were going to look into that issue. It is apparent that there has been further
erosion since our on site discussion last year to include at the north end of the property
potentially putting the adjacent private dwelling(s) at future risk. Status?
Is the plan still to move the overnight usage to the other side of the property?

Thank you,

(As for the camera, I have really enjoyed it. It is a Panasonic Lumix Model DMC-LX5
with a Leica lense. It is a point and shoot with telephoto but without interchangeable
lense. Lots of modes/adjustments beyond my capability but takes great pictures and is
small enough to carry all day and be unobtrusive. Just wish it was waterproof
From: "Randy Kline (PARKS)" <Randy.Kline@PARKS.WA.GOV>
Sent: Wednesday, November 9, 2016 11:48:50 AM
Subject: RE: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park
Greetings Mr. Bucklin,
Thank you for the email, hopefully the response below is adequate but glad to provide more detail if needed:
•

Unfortunately this project had to be delayed and is now scheduled to be considered by the State Parks and
Recreation Commission at their March 2017 meeting in Auburn. We will be posting a “Preliminary
Recommendations Report” on our website on Wednesday 11/16 and then will be holding a public workshop in
Freeland on 11/30 – the comment period will be open until 1/15/17. You will be seeing a detailed email next
week that includes meeting information, ways to comment, and a web link to the Report. Generally, the
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•

•
•

preliminary recommendation is to continue to operate Possession Point as a day-use park and only allow
Cascadia Marine Trail camping – we anticipate a recreational use pattern similar to what we have today that
provides limited upland hiking, access for water based uses such as recreational diving, and water accessed
marine trail camping;
Thank you for the bringing the fire pit issue to our attention. There have been small fire pit fires, such as you
describe below, in the past – fires on the beach are not permitted and ae subject to citation. Restricting
Possession Point to day-use only (with the exception of the existing marine campsites) should assist in reducing
the potential/need for beach fire pits;
The day use nature of the park and the niche uses offered should serve to limit the number of car trips
necessary on Franklin Road;
Thank you for the photos (you have a nice camera by the way) we are aware of the site conditions along the
bank but appreciate your bringing them to our attention.

Please feel free to give me a call to discuss if you like . . . Best wishes, Randy
Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us

Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2016 11:53 AM
To: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Subject: Re: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Randy:
I appreciated your response but am wondering if I missed receiving the final planning
recommendations? Were those recommendations finalized? If so, please provide us
with a copy.
Also, if they were finalized were they presented in September? I have gone through
the minutes of the September meeting and could not locate anything to do with South
Whidbey State Park or its satellite operations to include Possession Point. Given the
magnitude of those minutes it is possible that I missed it. Please advise.
If not presented in September I have also looked at the posted agenda for the regular
Commission meeting in November and could not find any reference to South Whidbey
or Possession. So, if not previously presented and acted upon what is the status?
One of my comments pertaining to a suggestion for fire pits was that there is very
limited fire suppression capabilty. This past summer there were two fires on the
beach. One of those was in a rough fire pit and was left with broken beer
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bottles. Immediately adjacent were remnants of a fire that had gotten into driftwood
and burned slightly up the bluff where it appears to have run out of fuel and died out. I
have to believe that those two are related and go to the heart of my concern about
future use of the Possession site.
Another emergent factor to consider is that the County has repaired the road damage
on Franklin Road resulting from flooding last year. The pavement at that point is 14.5
feet in total width with no shoulders.
Finally, I am attaching pictures of the ongoing erosion and while it continues on the
north side of the property to include adjacent to the next residential property I also
noticed that the most recent storms have impacted the south side as well. Is this
consistent with the engineering of the bulkhead? The maximum drop on the north side
adjacent to the picnic tables and camping area is over 7 feet with no protection.
0890 - North property line showing erosion above the protective rocks.
0896 - North side adjacent to picnic tables/camping - hat for scale. Note new
undercut/slide.
0899/0900- South side emergent erosion heading to new septic system.
0905 - Tables showing approximately 8 feet to unprotected drop off.
Please keep us all informed.
Thanks,
From: "Randy Kline (PARKS)" <Randy.Kline@PARKS.WA.GOV>
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2015 11:38:22 AM
Subject: RE: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park
Greetings Larry,
Below are responses to your questions. FYI, the State Parks and Recreation Commission will not be
considering adoption of final planning recommendations for Possession Point until their September 22, 2016
meeting in Sequim and over the next eight months we will continue to work towards addressing the issues
you’ve raised . . . Best wishes, Randy
Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us
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Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 12:51 PM
To: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Subject: Possession Point State Park Property Questions

Mr. Kline:
In preparation for attending the meeting next week in Freeland I have the following
questions/requests:
1. Is the Possession property operating under a conditional use permit (CUP) from
Island County? If so, please send me an electronic copy of that document.
Various components of the existing development at Possession Point have received permit review through
Island County and other review agencies. Island County issued a Shoreline Exemption for 2003 Water
Trail/campsite development; a Shoreline Exemption (SHE 386/07) for 2007 stormwater and wastewater
improvements, a Shoreline Substantial Development permit (SDP 116/10) for 2010 seawall repairs and
stormwater system improvements. I’ve attached permitting information related to the 2007 and 2010
projects as it was readily available. I will need to get additional permit information from our region office.

2. If not under a CUP are there any current conditions set by the County regarding
current use of that property? Again, if so, please provide them.
The attached county permits include numerous conditions related the permitted projects.

3. What was the original acquisition cost of the property?
2001 - $1,100,000

5. Since it was acquired how much money has been spent on maintenance and
upgrades?
Original cost to install the site was estimated at approximately $33,000. Costs associated with on-going
maintenance of the site include seasonal staff time for garbage, restroom cleaning, and general staff presence
as needed. Below is a link to the Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO) grant that provided the
acquisition funding and funding for initial development of the water trail site.
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/ProjectSnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=98-1088

4. When the Parks Dept. proposed obtaining that property to become a part of the
Cascade Trails what was the anticipated annual usage in terms of overnight stays?
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There was no anticipated usage that I was able to find or determine through conversation with Washington
Water Trails. However, since this water trails site was provided there have been additional water trail sites
added in the area (i.e. Meadowdale Beach County Park located 5 miles north of the Edmonds ferry
terminal) that likely reduce usage at this particular site. We will be continuing our conversation with
Washington Water Trails. Based on past discussion they are open to reconsidering the water trail location on
the site (ie. move it to the other side of the property).

4. Over the last five years how many overnight uses have there been?
It is estimated that usage following initial construction was approximately 20 visits per year (parties may have
included more than one person) but is likely lower now due, in part, to the addition of the Meadowdale water
trail site discussed above.

5. What is the Park Dept.'s perspective regarding ongoing erosion immediately in
front of and north of the house? Comment: It appears as if the engineered bulkhead
replacement is failing.
We are aware that erosion is occurring and had anticipated that it would. The current bulkhead includes a
secondary sub-grade retaining wall in the grass area above the shoreline intended to prevent additional
encroachment. We will continue to monitor the bulkhead but based on the design and the buried bulkhead
we are not overly concerned at this point.

Thank you in advance for this notice. Please include those I have CCd in your
response. I look forward to speaking with you next Wednesday evening in Freeland at
the public meeting.
Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us

From: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:08 AM
Subject: RE: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Greetings Larry and neighbors,
I understand your concern and will have this response to you prior to the January 7 meeting - I’m currently waiting on
usage data from the Washington Water Trails Association. Thank you for your patience . . .Randy
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Randy Kline, Parks Planner
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
1111 Israel Road SW, Tumwater, WA 98501
PO Box 42650, Olympia, WA 98504
Phone: 360.902.8632
randy.kline@parks.wa.gov
www.parks.state.wa.us

Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 3:30 PM
To: Washington State Parks Planning; Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Subject: Re: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Randy et al:
To the extent that this next meeting continues to include planning for Possession Point
State Park I must now object to not having received answers to the questions I
submitted on 14 October, well prior to the original meeting, and which were again
promised by your email of 25 November.
It is my position that those questions and corresponding responses my be very
germane to whether that site remains in the State Parks inventory and, if so, how it will
be managed. Moving forward with the 7 January second meeting prior to providing
that information would be premature.
Please advise when I may expect to receive the requested information. Please include
all folks listed as CC in your response as they represent some of the adjacent property
owners.

From: "Washington State Parks Planning" <Planning@PARKS.WA.GOV>
To: "Randy Kline (PARKS)" <Randy.Kline@PARKS.WA.GOV>
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 12:08:25 PM
Subject: Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park

Long-term planning continues for South Whidbey State Park, Possession Point State Park
and Useless Bay State Park Property
We will be holding our second public meeting on Thursday January 7, 2016 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. at
Whidbey Water Services located at 5585 Lotto Ave. in Freeland, WA. At this meeting participants will be
asked to provide feedback on management alternatives developed based on public input from the first
meeting. The preliminary management alternatives will include land classifications and potential park
management approaches. Information about the planning project and the ability to comment is available online
at http://parks.state.wa.us/964/South-Whidbey-State-Park-Planning.
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Opportunities for public comment will be available at the meeting, and public comment also may be provided
by contacting Randy Kline, Parks Planner, at (360) 902-8632 or randy.kline@parks.wa.gov.
Sent: Sunday, February 05, 2017 10:43 AM
To: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Subject: New information re Useless Bay/ signage

Hi Randy:
Hope all is well with you.
Sound Waters is over, so here are the photos I said I would send, plus some new information about
public access at Useless Bay/Deer Lagoon.
1) This is a message from Brian Wood at Island County. The county is updating its non-motorized
trail plan and this is the perfect time for communication and cooperation between State Parks and
the county to provide more access for folks. Brian Wood seems to be amenable to listening so this
is our golden opportunity
Here is a LINK to our website. You will find the survey and online mapping tool links
there. I have added your email to my contact list for this project and I appreciate your
willingness to pass on information to your network as the project unfolds.
Thank you for offering to come meet with me. The week of the 13th looks like it could
work.
Best Regards, Brian
Brian D. Wood
Transportation Planner
Phone: 360-678-7959
Fax: 360-678-4550
Island County Public Works
PO Box 5000
Coupeville, WA 98239

2) Three photos illustrating the problems with current signage from the water: Sign from the beach
shows what one sees at a moderate low tide when approaching a “signed” beach. The yellow
arrow is the Water Trails sign. It is tricky to see even with good binoculars. Sign from the beach
2 is with a zoom lens at max. The “Private Property” sign is visible, but try to read the signs next
door at the public access? Water trails sign is the sign at Ft. Ebey State Park Water Trails site.
You can see a glimpse of the water way down below and this sign is aimed uphill as well, so how
is a non-motorized boater supposed to see this from the water. P9170117 is from a Canadian
Provincial kayaking destination on the Malaspina Peninsula. This photo was taken from my kayak,
in the water, with no zoom. This is what I was talking about when I referenced better signage.
3) Whidbey Dead Zone is a map of the Cascadia Marine Trail. You will note the clusters of
reasonably close camping locations in the San Juans and in South Sound. Then there is Island
County where, with the exception of the north end, has only Possession Point and Camano Island.
We had to paddle more than 20 miles and cross Saratoga Passage to camp. This is akin to doing
a marathon and most recreational paddlers can not do this and/or would put themselves in danger
to do so. We need more locations for water trails sites in this area.
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4) Most important is Deer Lagoon Access, which was pointed out to me at the open house for the
Island County non-motorized trails update by a resident of the area. You will see that there are
three access points into the Useless Bay/Deer Lagoon area, probably covered by state parks
tidelands areas under CAMP now. This page was copied from Getting to the Water’s Edge and
was written by the county, so the info is accurate. I strongly urge that CAMP reflect this and add
the uplands around this area to future acquisitions. Also, this seems like an potentially ideal place
for a Water Trails camp.
Thanks, I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.
Best,
Editor; book publication management
Member, Society of Professional Journalists

(attachments follow starting next page)
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Sign from beach
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Whidbey Dead Zone
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Sign from the beach 2
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Dear Lagoon Access

Water Trails Sign
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P9170117
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Sent: Friday, February 10, 2017 9:42 AM
To: Kline, Randy (PARKS)
Subject: South Whidbey CAMP

Greetings Randy,
My name is. I am an ISA Certified Arborist providing tree care services for South Whidbey Island. It was
unfortunate that I missed the meeting on Tuesday, but I wanted to weigh in on the situation.
I do think the park should be open to visitors, but closed for camping. Preserving an ancient forest should be
very high priority and visitors should assume the risk associated with senescing trees.
I am also involved with a climbing guide service called Adventure Terra. We have a contract with Deception
Pass State Park to provide canopy adventures for guests on the park grounds. It would be incredible to offer
that same service in any of the South Whidbey State Parks. This provides an excellent means for eco-tourism
and revenue with very little production costs. It could also further develop research opportunities in the forest
for better vantage points, access to more wildlife and aerial ecosystems.
If there is anything more I can provide to further your interest in such a program please let me
know. Otherwise, feel free to contact me for anything tree related on Whidbey Island.
Thank you for your time, and thanks for working for our state parks!
Subject: CAMP plan for whidbey island

I would like to comment on the CAMP plan. After reading several articles, I must agree with the
suggestion made by people at a meeting on Wednesday Feb 8 regarding Useless Bay tidelands, that an
original 1947 plan to get upland access to the acquired tidelands should be reexamined and that original
goal be achieved.
As a homeowner on Useless Bay (but not waterfront), I have happily used the tidelands on Useless Bay
for most of my 63 years. It has always been questionable, in my mind, why the State of Washington
doesn’t own all the tidelands in the State as does Hawaii, Oregon, and California. Since the state doesn’t
own them all, the state should clearly put a priority on maintaining what they have and increasing their
holdings to protect the tidelands and their public use. I find it more and more challenging to enjoy the
beaches and tidelands as more beach owners put up signs and obstacles to that use.

To make the tidelands more usable and accessible, they should be retained by the Parks Department, an
effort to acquire more should be made, and uplands should be acquired.
Thank you for considering my comments.

Subject: Whidbey State Park - tree rot

Hi Randy,
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I don’t understand why the State feels day use is safe at all. Tree rot makes the trees be unstable. Granted,
campers sleeping might not
know a tree is falling, but even daylight park users might not know a tree is falling.
Why aren’t the worst trees being removed? If they are in the trails and public use areas, they are a safety
hazard 24/7, or is the risk quite
minimal?
Subject: Comments for Whidbey state parks planning/recommendations

Dear Mr. Kline,
Thank you for your work on our Whidbey Island State Parks. I was disappointed not to be able to attend
the planning meeting last week, but I’ve read the Preliminary Recommendations Report on line and do
have a few comments for your consideration.

First, I want to say that while I understand and agree with the reasoning behind closing the campground
at South Whidbey State Park, it was a tremendous loss for the many people on the island who loved
camping there. It was a great campground for people with small children because of how quiet it was, it’s
great natural beauty, and the diversity of environments within the park. I appreciated learning about the
long term boundaries and the possibility that some day, perhaps a long time from now, the park
boundary could be expanded to once again include a campground. I think that should be a priority for this
park.
Second, and also pertaining to South Whidbey State Park, is the question of renewed beach access via a
trail from the park. Again, I understand that the slope instability makes getting to the water’s edge from
the bluff above more difficult, but IT IS SO IMPORTANT to make the beach accessible again somehow.
There is very limited beach access on Whidbey, and having that connection from beach to mature forest
feels like it should be a critical part of meeting the needs and desires of visitors to the park. It was part of
what made the park so unique in the first place!
Third, regarding Possession Point State Park, is a quick comment about parking and access. I’m an ablebodied person who is perfectly happy to park in the small lot well above the beach and walk down via
trail and road. I encourage you, however, to make it possible for people with limited mobility to park
nearer the beach.
Thank you so much for taking my comments into consideration.
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